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The Emerging Multipolar World with Saker:
Russia, Syria & Recommendations for a
Trump Presidency - September 29th
To
“France always had this balanced position that in so many conflicts was the voice of
peace. I intend to maintain that. De Gaulle was pleading for a multipolar world.” ~
Marine Le Pen
This week on the Solari Report, The Saker will join me for his quarterly update on
the shift to a multipolar world.
We will discuss the recent Duma elections in Russia as well as current
developments in Syria and the implications for global geopolitics.
In his quarterly report in June, Saker described the policies likely in a Clinton
presidency and the risks of war. In this report, at my request, he will review his top
10 recommendations for a Trump presidency.
We also celebrate the extraordinary accomplishments of the 9/11 Truth movement,
as described in Saker’s article published on the 9/11 anniversary.
Throughout this fascinating interview, Saker synthesizes these global developments
into several significant insights.
This is the last week of the month – so no Money & Markets. If you have not listened

yet, I recommend last week’s Money & Markets. I issued a warning that the
Presidential campaign is a distraction from serious political and financial
developments underway. I am concerned that the “slow burn” is growing tired.
Institutional and structural changes are quietly underway that many people may
experience as a “controlled demolition” in the first two years of a new administration.
Signs of “cut and run” by serious players are growing. It is critical that US voters
focus on state and local elections and referendums designed to compromise the US
Constitution.
Post and e-mail your questions for Ask Catherine and I will address in the subscriber
input area or in Money & Markets the following week.
Have a wonderful week!
Catherine Austin Fitts
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Want to Have a Real Impact? Shift Your Time to State and Local Politics
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Just a Taste! - The Emerging Multipolar
World with Saker
Just A Taste: Multipolar World with The Saker

Lunch with Catherine in Dallas, TX on Sunday,
October 9, 2016

Catherine will be doing a Subscriber Lunch in Dallas, Texas! If you are a Subscriber
and would like to learn more click here.
If you are not a Solari Report subscriber and would like more information, click here.
If you would like to subscribe, please navigate to the Solari Store.

The Joseph P. Farrell Grand Organ Crowdfund Launch Party
Join Dr. Joseph Farrell and Catherine at the Launch Party!
Saturday, October 15, 2016, 7-11pm
Tulsa, Oklahoma

By Catherine Austin Fitts
Are you are ready for the Joseph P. Farrell Pipe Organ Crowdfund? Our team is
working with some of our favorite FOJ – Friends of Joseph – to launch a
crowdfunding for a virtual pipe organ (that is a very real organ with digital pipes) for
our dear friend and ally Dr. Joseph Farrell. Stay tuned for the “high octane”
composition that flows from Joseph and his new organ.
We are converging on Tulsa from all four directions on October 15th to drink wine,
share a great dinner and celebrate the good things that flow from friendship, music
and merriment. You do not want to miss this historic launch party in the heartland of
America!
The Joseph P. Farrell Pipe Organ Crowdfund…it’s coming!
Here is a picture from our organ builder Chris Martin of a similar organ to the one
that will be built for Joseph:

See: Martin Digital Organs

Click here to learn more!

Subscribe Now & Receive Your Special Wrap Up
Book!
Purchase an annual subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover book:
3rd Quarter Wrap Up- Investment Screening – Can We Filter for Productive Companies?

Offer ends October 30, 2016

The 2016 3rd Quarter Wrap Up book – Investment Screening: Can We Filter for
Productive Companies – comes in a soft cover, with glossy pages, beautiful images
and easy-to-follow charts. The book includes Introduction, Theme, News Trends &
Stories and Financial Charts.
Purchase a 6 month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover book:
2rd Quarter Wrap Up Productivity, Prosperity & the Popsicle Index

The 2016 2rd Quarter Wrap Up book – Productivity, Prosperity & the Popsicle Index
– comes in a soft cover, with glossy pages, beautiful images, easy-to-follow
charts. The book includes Introduction, Theme, News Trends & Stories and Financial
Charts.
Purchase a monthly subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover book:
1st Quarter Wrap Up: Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016 (Theme Only)

The 2016 1st Quarter Wrap Up Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016 book comes in a
soft cover, with glossy pages and beautiful images covering the main theme.

Learn more here!

Highlights from Last Week - Rebuilding a Local Economy
This week on the Solari Report, I will walk you through the opportunities, risks and
“who’s who” of rebuilding a local economy.
As described in the 2nd Quarter 2016 Wrap Up, one of the essential steps in
increasing productivity growth and prosperity is to realign living systems with
financial systems. This realignment means decentralizing our economy – rebuilding
one element and one place at a time. This task involves rebuilding family wealth and
improving productivity growth in the G-7 nations, particularly as it relates to
government budgets, health care, and education.
Rebuilding local economies has been a regular topic on the Solari Report. We will
publish my outline with a collection of links to the best Solari Reports, audio
seminars and articles over the last decade.
In America, rebuilding our economy will require broad-based leadership and
teamwork. I strongly encourage US subscribers to invest time between now and
November in following their state and local elections. Now is your opportunity to work
with friends, family and neighbors to support the leadership essential to helping us to
rebuild our local economies.
In Money & Markets this week I will discuss the latest in financial and geopolitical
news. I issue a serious warning about what the patterns of current financial fraud
mean about what could happen after the election.
In Let’s Go to the Movies, I will review Sully, Clint Eastwood’s new movie about pilot
Chesley Sullenberger, the US Airways captain who successful executed an
emergency landing in the Hudson River in New York City on January 15, 2009 after
a flock of geese had struck and disabled the aircraft engines soon after takeoff. All of
the 155 passengers and crew aboard survived, saved by another extraordinary New

York volunteer and NYPD rescue effort described in the documentary Miracle of the
Hudson Plane Crash.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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